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OC Ninety-Nines Annual Meeting
September 26, 2019 at 6pm

September 18–Business Meeting 6pm
(Wednesday) at ACI Jet—Come join us or
participate via teleconference. Check your
email for teleconference instructions.

It’s time for our Official, Annual, General Meeting!
And, have we got a meeting for you! For starters,
we will meet at Kimmie’s lovely home. We have a
September 26–Annual Meeting 6pm —————>
guest speaker, Danna Cotman, who will be
speaking on leadership, there will be a raffle, and
September 27-29–Miramar Air Show
the first 20 arrivals will receive a gift. So, put this
September 28—Gala 22 to Zero—Lyon Air Museum on on your calendar…in ink… highlighted as
@ 5pm. (www.patrioticservicedogfoundation.org/
“WOW!”
events.html)

“Danna Cotman is the owner of
ARC IP LAW, PC, a boutique
October 4-6–The Great Pacific Airshow-Huntington intellectual property (IP) law firm
in La Jolla, CA. With clients
Beach (https://pacificairshow.com/)
spanning industries from high tech to
October 17–Business Meeting 6pm at ACI Jet—
medical devices and fashion, she represents
Come join us or participate via teleconference.
companies in patent, trademark, copyright,
Check your email for teleconference
trade secret portfolio development and
instructions.
monetization. She also assists her clients with
October 19—IFR Seminar with Mike Jesch
their business needs including setting up new
business entities, licensing negotiations, nonOctober 24–General Meeting 6pm
disclosure agreements, intellectual property
November 9—”The Flight Review” Seminar with
enforcement and anti-counterfeit efforts,
Michael Church
corporate governance, general business
matters and representation in dispute
resolution and litigation. Practicing for over
21 years Cotman takes a proactive approach
with her clients to strategically enhance their
business goals and success.”
October 3-6—Southwest Section Meeting San Luis
Obispo, CA

Ahoy, Maties!
Did you know that September has an international holiday dedicated to
Talking Like a Pirate? Talk Like a Pirate Day began in 1995 as an
inside joke between two friends. They sent a letter to a humor
columnist about it and it eventually gained popularity to become an
event that is celebrated internationally.
The archetypal pirate word “Arrr!” (alternatively “Rrrr!” or “Yarrr!”),
which means “yes” first appeared in the 1934 film Treasure Island.
Robert Newton’s use of the phrase further popularized the word in the
classic 1950 Disney film of Treasure Island. It has been speculated that the rolling “rrrrr” is a distinctive
element of the speech of the West Country of England and is associated with pirates because of strong
maritime heritage.
Pirates aren’t the only ones who have a unique linguistic background and adopted words. Actually, each
discipline has its own language. A friend of mine told me he was once asked if he spoke any other languages
than English. His response was, “Yes! I speak Chemistry, I speak ski, I speak surf…” I thought his response
was so funny and quite true, in fact! I recall being taught surf terms. To surfers, getting “Rag dolled” is when
the power of the wave forcefully grabs and shakes with such ferocity you resemble a ragdoll. “Pearling” means
the nose of your board goes under the water before you were able to stand up, which often results in a wipeout.
Pilots also have a unique language. If you ask a pilot “What’s the OAT?” you’d immediately get a report on
the outside air temperature, whereas, to others OAT may mean On Another Topic or Of All Time. If you keep
talking about VSI some may seem concerned for it can mean Very Seriously Ill. I know if I’m in the company
of pilots that if someone has to fix an AD they are dealing with an Airworthiness Directive. However, if I am
talking with neuroscientists they may become amused that you may be trying to fix your Alzheimer’s Disease.
An ALS approach may also seem odd to scientists since ALS is also commonly refers to Amyotrophic Lateral
Sclerosis (Lou Gehrig’s Disease). Apparently ALS may also refer to an Annoying Little Sister. (I used to be
very good at that!) Be careful mentioning your preferred AGL for it can also pertain to an Automatic Grenade
Launcher. Imagine telling someone who thinks you are talking about an Automatic Grenade Launcher and you
say I prefer at least 1,000. Speaking multiple languages has perks. If an art person says send me a PIC I know
they aren’t asking me to send them a pilot in command.
Talking like a pirate may not be intuitive for you at first, but much like aeronautical speak it can be learned.
Here are a few Talk Like A Pirate words and phrases to exercise on Sept. 19th.
Avast ye = Look at this

Landlubber = person who doesn’t know how to sail

Scuttle = to sink a ship

Hornswaggle = to cheat out of money or possessions

Cackle fruit = Hen’s eggs

Run a rig = Play a trick

Shiver me timbers! = An expression used to show
shock or disbelief
Sink Me = An exclamation of surprise

Blimey! = Something said when one is in a state of
surprise
Briny Deep = The ocean

Scallywag = What an experienced pirate would call a
newbie
Hearties = Friends, comrades

Scuttlebutt = A cask of drinking water; slang for gossip
Hang the Jib: To pout or frown

Chantey = A song that sailors sing in unison while
working

Heave ho = Instruction to put some strength into
whatever one is doing

Heave Ho, Hearties! Hope to see you at September’s general meeting. We have a special guest speaker who
just so happened to be the target of me being an ALS.
-Cheryl Cotman

Three Type-A personalities flew a classic Cessna 180 to Oshkosh and back
. . . and we’re still good friends
~ by Diane Myers & Carol Bennett & Celia Vanderpool

Hal Davis Photography
"If you’re both a photography and aviation geek, do yourself a favor and check out Mike Kelley's Airportraits series. Ever since I saw
those a few years ago, I've wanted to use the same concept to capture Airventure. Thanks to my day job, I know the OSH airport
manager and asked him to leave me on the east side of the airport for a few hours this past Sunday (July 21) as aircraft were arriving
for the start of #OSH19. This is nearly every arrival from 10am to 2pm on 36L and 36R.
From both a primary stationary camera and a secondary handheld camera (which I used for panning to allow for a slower shutter
speed to capture some propeller blur), I took multiple photos of each airplane as it flew by. Afterward, I layered each airplane into this
single composite image. I took some minor artistic liberty so that airplanes were not all on top of each other, but tried my best to keep
them in the same general position as they flew by. I then corrected the lighting on individual aircraft so that they all had a consistent
look and followed that up with some final global edits.
The process was far from perfect. With 4 hours shooting and another 12+ in lightroom and photoshop, this was by far the most time
I've ever spent on any one image. Ambitious, very! Worth it? I think so... "

Note: Celia’s 180 is in the middle
of Hal Davis’ photograph!

We landed Sunday morning and parked on the FBO ramp at Oshkosh!

Route to Oshkosh & back:
Oceanside—Cedar City—fuel
Cedar City—Idaho Falls—overnight
Idaho Falls—Chadron, NE—fuel
Chadron—Vermillion, SD—overnight
Vermillion—Monroe, WI—overnight
Monroe—Oshkosh—4 overnights
Oshkosh—Quincy, IL—overnight
Quincy— El Dorado, KS—fuel
El Dorado—Dalhart, TX—overnight
Dalhart—Belen, NM—fuel
Belen—Falcon Field, AZ—overnight
Falcon Field—Oceanside—home!
July 18—28, 3400nm

Oshkosh tower—busiest
control tower in the world!
50th anniversary of Oshkosh

Diane, Carol, Celia in our purple WomenVenture t-shirts

Dalhart, TX: Red Parker, 180/185 pilot, Celia,
Diane, Carol, Gerald, Red’s instructor

Boeing Plaza Hosts WomenVenture 2019 Photo Wednesday, July 24, 2019
Now in its twelfth year, WomenVenture, a week-long social and networking event for women during EAA AirVenture Oshkosh, attracts hundreds
of women who are part of the aviation community and enjoy getting together to be inspired, to network, and to just plain have fun.
More than a thousand women gathered in Boeing Plaza today for WomenVenture’s annual group photo, with most participants wearing their
purple WomenVenture t-shirts.

L

’

Thank you Orange County 99s and friends for attending my birthday party! It was wonderful to see the 99s.
That was the best birthday gift of all. It was without a doubt the most unique and wonderful birthday party I
have ever experienced in all my many years!! Thank you 99s and friends and family for making this one of
the most FABULOUS birthday parties in my long history!! Family, friends, 99s, good food and drinks, THE
BEST!!
~ Linda Eldridge

Linda’s Awards Ceremony

~Photos & ar cle by Soﬁa Nosratabadi

Linda’s awards ceremony was the icing on the cake for her. She arrived at the theater and was seated in the front row just in me for the
announcement that “Dastardly Deeds at the Harmony House” received the Crea ve & Technical Award. Since Linda was the piano player for
this produc on, she did not suspect that an award was just around the corner for her.
More categories and nominees were presented, and ﬁnally, just before intermission the “Most Valuable Player Award” was announced.
Linda Eldridge was honored as the most valuable player (pun intended) for her devo on to the theater as Trudy Light since 2006. The
presenta on was made by Camino Real Playhouse president and founder, Tom Sco . When Linda got up on stage to accept the award, the
en re audience started singing “Happy Birthday” to her in unison. It caught her breath, and I personally got chills being caught up in the
moment. Not many people can say that they have had this experience of the whole theater serenading them.
Linda looked so pleased and grateful; she was posi vely radiant. What a deserving person to receive such a grand gesture for bringing joy to
people’s lives in a crea ve, ar s c way!

Linda’s very special award.

Marikay (and Bill) drove all the
way down from Big Bear for this
celebra on. Irene shares the
excitement with Linda and
Marikay.

Linda’s “sister,” Tracy, is
holding a foam rock that the
audiences throw at the villain
during melodramas.

Linda looked absolutely
radiant as she is
congratulated by
melodrama director, Gary
McCarver.

From Camino Real Playhouse FB page: Congratula ons to Linda
Eldridge who received the Playhouse’s annual Most Valuable
Player award at Saturday night’s CaminOva ons Awards. As our
resident Melodrama piano player, Linda has been entertaining
Playhouse audiences for 13 years as Trudy Lite. Well-deserved
recogni on for our Most Valuable Piano Player. (Pictured here
receiving her award from Playhouse President Tom Sco ).

Bev Allen Flies in an RV–7!
I am in Tennessee and got to fly today, August 10th. Jeff has an RV -7 plane. We flew to Gallatin airport for
breakfast. Their restaurant closed so they have a fly-in on the second Saturday of the month and people drive
and fly in for it. There were several hundred people there and the food was delicious. The cars were
restored and beautiful. The flying was the most fun.
Jeff bought his airplane about 4 years ago. He has flown about 6 or 7 years and has several ratings. We fly
off a grass strip at a private home. Fun!
Jeff and his wife are friends of my stepdaughter. Brenda, Jeff’s wife, sold them their house when they
moved to Tennessee and they’ve been friends ever since. They gave me a flight in a glider for my 90th
birthday!

Melody, our chapter’s Avia on Ambassador, shares her love of ﬂying!
Cheryl, our Chapter Chair, ﬂew with Melody to Camarillo for lunch

Let’s go ﬂying,” she said. “We’ll have fun,” she said. And, so we did. Melody Liddell and Shirley Mc Fall’s
inaugural ﬂight together in Melody’s Cherokee was to Santa Paula, via the pink line on Melody’s IPad: the
Coast Route, the LAX VOR, west of CMA and avoiding its airspace, and Sa coy Bridge, then back again to
SNA following the same rou ng. Melody ﬂew all of the hard segments, monitored the thro le se ngs and
the radio, and kept us far enough from the hills to be safe from them and close enough to be safe from
other planes. Shirley managed to maintain al tude and heading, and kept the pointy end forward during
the mes it was ‘her airplane.” We had a deligh ul lunch at the restaurant on the ﬁeld and were graced
with perfect weather during both legs. All in all, a ﬁne way to spend a Friday a ernoon.

Melody and Colleen ﬂew to French Valley for lunch. Colleen said it was mid-80s at French Valley, perfect
for si ng outside on the pa o. The following week they ﬂew to Gillespie, Melody’s ﬁrst me, but Colleen
knew the ropes for ge ng in and out. They shared homemade blueberry cobbler with ice cream for
dessert!

MY SOLO by Sofia Nosratabadi
If any of you student pilots out there are nervous about your upcoming solo flight and are looking for inspiration,
consider my first three failed solo attempts before finally soloing on the fourth try, to show you that if I can get
through it, you can too.
When I scheduled my first solo flight, it hadn't occurred to me that I chose the windiest part of the day to fly - noon to
2 p.m. AND it was windier than I had ever experienced before. AND it was the busiest time of day for the jets
landing on the parallel runway, so I had to go around twice in a row to avoid wake turbulence. AND I still got to
experience a mild version of wake turbulence for the first time in my life when I started my final approach. AND I got
a flat tire when I was taxiing back from the runway to the run-up area. AND this all happened before I even soloed
that day, when I was just doing practice dual landings with my flight instructor, Phil Osmena, before he could let me
do three landings by myself. Not to mention it was the 13th of the month! By that time, I got spooked and could not
bring myself to fly solo.
By the way, if you want to see your taxpayer dollars at work, my flat tire brought out the police, security, a fire truck,
and an emergency truck.

Here is a picture of the commotion when some of
the crew began arriving.

The best part was that we got to ride back to the
mechanic in the emergency truck.

My second solo attempt the next day seemed to have the perfect conditions until I started taxiing to the runway, and
that's when all the jets decided to take off and land, again presenting constant wake turbulence problems, and it got
windy again. Now it was my instructor's turn to get spooked, as it was too many variables for his comfort, since my
fist solo should have been a Level 4 difficulty, not Level 8. Of course, as soon as we cancelled the solo flight, the jet
traffic died down and it was quiet again!
My third solo attempt did not go well from the start. I was sluggish and wasn’t feeling 100%, and right off the
bat, I made an anti-confidence-inspiring move because I somehow managed to miss the Control Tower's
communication to me when I was the only one taxiing to the runway, with no other planes in sight around the
airport.
Finally, my fourth solo attempt was auspicious, with everything working in my favor, and as Diane TitteringtonMachado later pointed out, it was National Aviation Day! We were doing dual landings again and were about to do
another one, when I got a sudden urge to tell my instructor to get out of the plane because I’m going to do this
now. Then I got scared when he got out because it dawned on me that this is not a game anymore; it's for real now,
and I have no one to rely on anymore.
But once I got airborne, I got so busy thinking about the next steps that I didn't have any mental space available to
contemplate the gravity of the situation. I was afraid before that my mind would
start freezing when I first start flying by myself, but when it finally happened, I was
strangely calm and perfectly fine relying only on myself. I just kept repeating to
myself, "I can always go around. I can always go around.”
So if you feel scared your first time, know that you are not alone, and that others
(including your own instructor) have been through it before, as they themselves will
tell you. Oh, and don’t forget to be nice to your flight instructor after you solo, as
they are under as much stress as you are that day. Your performance is a direct
reflection on them, and they are just as invested in you as you are in yourself.
Sofia and her instructor, Phil Osmena, are
all smiles after her first solo!

Rocky Mountain Reunion

~ by Celia Vanderpool

Interna onal 180/185 Club 42nd Annual Conven on Steamboat Springs, Colorado (KSBS) 24-28 June 2019
Miles of mountain terrain, ju ng up to 14,800’, resonated with the sound of 56 Cessna Skywagons coming from each
compass direc on. Arrivals began during weather windows 22 June and con nued un l late on June 24th. The
reverbera ng echoes informed the valleys that there was a descending blanket of wings. The Skywagons were carefully
ramped by the excellent KSBS crew in a ra of nose high, tail low, visual catalog of modiﬁca on possibili es to enhance
the performance of this classic Cessna. Walking the ﬂight line revealed a variety of wheel pants, STOL kits, res sizes,
speed mods, belly pods, photo windows, amphibs, strut tubes, but all held the same dis nc ve silhoue e against the
Colorado sky. The FBO’s baggage cart wore out a set of res as these ﬂying SUV’s unloaded happy guests, old friends,
new faces and piles of belongings.
A er threading through weather, mountain peaks and perhaps unfamiliar terrain, all a endees were greeted by the
soothing voice of Airport Manager Stacy Fain, also a 180 owner and USCG oﬃcer. She welcomed each arrival into the
pa ern with al meter, wind, and friendly calm, ready to assist as each landed on the 4,452’ runway at 6,682’ eleva on.
Peaks close to the airport range between 10, 811’ and 11,924’, considered “smaller” ones in these Rockies. For those
who ﬂew in from out of state or Canada, that warm welcome made the landing much more comfortable.

Welcome BBQ at Steamboat Springs Airport

Celia’s blue & blue 180 got front row parking spot

Jim and Linda Densmore from Colorado Springs played event planners/hosts and assembled a stellar program to
cap vate everyone’s interest. They summoned an army of local volunteers to ensure daily events ran smoothly. AOPA’s
President Mark Baker dropped in arriving by a Cessna Caravan on amphibs, apologizing that he le his Cessna 185
behind. His informal visit contributed greatly to the maintenance Tech Talk evening a er he joined the group. We were
informed of the current status of General Avia on in America and pending legisla on.
One day trip oﬀered was a tour of Rocky Mountain Na onal Park and the tranquil drive was narrated by a lively local
guide with cap va ng historic facts and tales of the area. A land day of animals, sight-seeing and stories renewed
acquaintances and formed new ones. Pilots were able to explore the area
and not be concerned with wind and snow ﬂurries.
Safety dominated the event. Brieﬁngs before ﬂy outs were excep onally
thorough, with photo handouts of exactly what to expect. Preferred routes
were marked out on sec onal charts and discussed at length to ensure there
were no surprises. Depar ng early, returning by noon and mountain ﬂying
techniques were reviewed. Less experienced pilots rode with those who had
been there before. The Glenwood Springs (KGWS) ﬂy-out breakfast within a
scenic narrow valley, has a runway of only 3305’ surrounded by houses.

Rocky Mountain Reunion, cont’d

~ by Celia Vanderpool

KGWS Airport Manager Amy Helm cau oned us about the ght downwind pa ern against the red rock, but on ﬁnal, we
could ﬁll our nostrils with bacon and wood smoke smells. Hot coﬀee, pancakes and hangar laughter greeted everyone, and
the Glenwood Springs Airport Associa on pulled a hearty feast out of the thin air at 5916 feet.
A couple of pilots with prior experience called ahead and made special arrangements to land at an unexpected loca on 90 miles southeast. Marble is a ﬂy-oneway canyon-around-the-curve-avoid-the-water-and-railroad-sheer cliﬀ-walls-andtrees kind of airport. Mountain experience and prior permission required. We ﬂew
in a caravan of four, watching each other closely on TCAS or Stratus, and
communica ng o en as we ﬂew between the canyon walls, grateful there was only
light wind. The grass runway was exhilara ng and lined with marble slabs that had
fallen oﬀ a railroad car on the curve along the cliﬀ. The local manager and airport
dog met us to sign required paperwork before ﬂying out.

Celia ﬂew with Red Parker, highly
experienced 180/185 pilot

On our ﬁnal evening, the banquet speaker was author Stephen Coonts who, a er 42 books, cap vated us with rive ng
stories, gentle humor, and a twinkle in his eye. His relaxed manner walking around the room and revealing his transi on
from navy pilot and lawyer to becoming a recognized author, was as if he was telling you in a private conversa on.
Amusing and personable, it felt like an old friend had stopped by to swap avia on stories and add to the hangar ﬂying.
He revealed the comfort of a person who has loved an airplane, felt the magic of ﬂight deep within, and scared himself few
mes, and most of us felt a connec on. An autographed copy of The Cannibal Queen was a gi for each Skywagon
registered.
The theme for 2019 was Fly the High Country and we most certainly did. This is what 180/185s are made for!
Un l next year in Kenora, Ontario, CYQK, mission complete.

Apollo 11: The Immersive Live Show
By Karen Vaughn
I s ll remember vividly, where I was when astronaut Neil Armstrong took those historic ﬁrst steps onto the lunar surface.
The Sony color television set was perched upon my parent’s tall dresser. I stood transﬁxed in front of it. I stood close so I
didn’t miss a thing.
“One small step for man….One giant leap for Mankind.” Wow!
I also said, “Wow!” when my hubby Jeﬀ got me a terriﬁc gi ; ckets to Apollo 11: The Immersive Live Show, in the Lunar
Dome at the Rose Bowl in Pasadena. The 50th Anniversary of the lunar landing prompted lots of celebra ons around the
country, including dozens of showings of old and new movies and documentaries. But, none compared to the produc on I
saw on Saturday, July 20th!
This drama za on was based on the actual events and took us on a journey with present-day Ben (Pop-Pop) and his
granddaughter Sydney interjected with the story ﬁ y years ago of Ben becoming a NASA ﬂight systems engineer and his
wife Elizabeth with her “green binder.”
All the actors were veterans of their cra . Of par cular note was David Edels en who was an Aerospace Engineering who
worked for Bell Helicopter. “He segued into Marke ng and worked on the Na onal Tour for U.S. Space Camp. He
eventually became an actor in 2003.” Edels en played the part of Ollie, a Junior ﬂight systems controller (EECOM).
On the crea ve end was astronaut Charlie Duke, the youngest man to set foot on the moon. For the real Apollo 11 ﬂight,
he was CapCom (Capsule Communicator), the astronaut at mission control that talks to the astronauts in space. His ﬁrst
words to the crew on the lunar surface were, “Roger, Twank…Tranquility, we copy you on the ground. You got a bunch of
guys about to turn blue. We’re breathing again. Thanks a lot!” Duke served as the show’s ambassador.
Especially for those who were too young or not born yet to understand the signiﬁcance of Apollo 11 on a personal (Man) or
global (Mankind) level, this event was great! Techies will enjoy the immersive eﬀects of sound, feel, smell, and sight of the
launch of the Saturn V carrying the CSM (Command Space Module) Columbia and the LM (Lunar Module) Eagle.
No more spoilers! The Immersive Live Show is at the Rose Bowl un l August 11. Then it comes to the OC Fair and Event
Center in Costa Mesa from October 10th through November 3rd. This is the second stop of the produc on’s 18-city U.S.
tour. h ps://apollo11show.com/ cket/
I hope you will get to experience this show and have as much fun as I did!
Personal note: My re red engineer dad-in-law worked on every Apollo mission, and he’s noted in the Space Coast Workers
Walk of Fame. I am so blessed. -KV

Outside the Lunar Dome at the
Rose Bowl

Years of shot putting has paid
off!

Eat your veggies and you, too, can do this!

The show’s LM, Eagle was
realistic; aluminum foil and all!

ADS-B – ﬁnally!! ~ by Melody Liddell
As most GA pilots know, the FAA has mandated all aircra ﬂying in airspace that requires a Mode C transponder, must be
equipped with an Automa c Dependent Surveillance Broadcast, aka ADS-B Out, by January 1, 2020. There are quite a
few op ons for the equipment, but I voted for the least expensive/easiest to install, so I se led on the uAvionix Sky
Beacon, a small Wi-Fi device that ﬁts into my wing p (a er a naviga on light is removed).
I had already reserved my FAA rebate oﬀer of $500. The device was roughly $1800, so I ﬁgure with the rebate I'd be in
$1300 for the required equipment. Not too shabby.

I contacted my A&P buddy and asked when we could install the device. Three days later, there we are at N69815 cu ng
wires and installing the device. Please note, you can't see the device on my Piper wing p from inside my plane, so the
only way to know if it is func oning is, a er ﬂying in "rule airspace" for 30 minutes, and a er landing, you request a PAPR
(Public ADS-B Performance Report) and GAIRS (General Avia on Incen ve Requirement Status) report from the FAA to
see if your ADS-B equipment is func oning. Three ﬂights in, I received FAIL reports on both reports. Fun mes. Turns
out, uAvionix had sent me a faulty unit. Kudos to them, another was put in the mail immediately. We re-installed the
new unit, and 3 more ﬂight, 3 more failures. Now it was fun mes again AND big fuel bill, s ll no PASS indica on,
which also means no $500 rebate. Saying I was frustrated would an extreme understatement. My last ditch eﬀort
(before scrapping the unit and going with a completely diﬀerent brand/company) was to confer again with the uAvionix
technician. He suggested that we update the ﬁrmware in the unit, via my laptop. Wouldn't you know, bingo, that did the
trick! A er I had the proper ﬁrmware, the next ﬂight, I passed, then completed the online form, and received my $500
rebate from the FAA. So the story has a happy ending.

It ﬁnally passed all its tests!
Bonus - $500 rebate from the FAA!

MEMBER & ESSAY CONTEST UPDATES!
Kristen Samayoa:
My first solo wasn’t exactly my first, but it sure felt like it.
I started my flight training in 2015. I got as far as soloing
a couple of times and even preparing a solo cross-country
the first time before having to stop due to a combination
of personal reasons and a poor fit with my CFI.
Fortunately, timing and circumstances got better for me
and I was able to resume my flight training...after a two
year break. Things were coming back to me at a decent
rate, former bad habits corrected, and I was back at the
point of being ready to solo. Here’s where I met that
infamous student plateau and I had one of those days that
just could not go more wrong. It was painful and
discouraging. This was something I had accomplished
before, more than once, and I felt far more prepared this
time so why couldn’t I get it? After some reassurance that
this happens to everyone and a lengthy pep talk from my
CFI, I gave it another shot the next day. This time, success! My solo was odd, and very quiet, being all alone
at first, but quickly became exhilarating. I’m sure I went round and round the pattern with a huge smile on my
face and probably would have kept going for hours if my CFI hadn’t waved me in. There’s nothing else like it
and I can’t wait to take longer flights solo!

Lina & Trent Tullberg:
OC99 Lina Tullberg and her husband,
Trent, welcomed their new baby on
August 5th. They named their sweet
little girl Tatum.

Joshua Hadley:
Hello, I would like to personally reach out and thank the OC Ninety Nines for the
free flight lesson the organization has graciously provided to me. After the flight
I find myself much more motivated to continue pursuing a career in Aviation, and
I am more than thankful for the opportunity you have awarded me.
Thanks again, Joshua Hadley
Kimmie Yehling with Joshua Hadley and CFI Mark Cuibancan. Kimmie
has greeted a number of our Essay Contest winners before their flights
and even taken parents onto the field so they can watch their teen fly.

To a Very Accomplished Woman: All Ninety-Nines

Thank you to all who have contributed to this issue!
Plane Tales is a collaborative effort. We count on many
to help make it the wonderful newsletter that it is.

OUR MISSION — The NINETY-NINES®
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF WOMEN
PILOTS® promotes advancement of aviation through
education, scholarships, and mutual support while
honoring our unique history and sharing our passion
for flight. Established in 1929 by 99 women pilots, the
members of The Ninety-Nines, Inc.®, International
Organization of Women Pilots®, are represented in all
areas of aviation today. And, to quote Amelia, fly "for
the fun of it!"
Join us Online
Chapter Website - http://oc99s.sws99s.org/new
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/oc99s
Contact the OC99s - OCninetynines@gmail.com
Amazon Smile - https://smile.amazon.com

